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Design and Plan
Background

• Expressive Digital Imagery enhances self-expression and connection for patients and caregivers, using 
imagery created on mobile devices

• The EDI solution is an integrated collection of technologies, best practices, and measurement tools designed 
to be integrated easily into patient and provider programs in hospitals and other healthcare institutions.

• The EDI platform consists of two technology components:

MyMoments Mobile

MyMoments is an app developed specifically for creative self-expression through digital 
imagery. MyMoments allows for powerful self-expression, and requires no prior artistic 
or technical skills. Images created through the MyMoments app help participants to 
express complex emotions in ways beyond what is possible through words alone.

MyMoments Cloud

MyMoments Cloud is a web-based platform that allows EDI facilitators to view and share 
imagery created during EDI workshops. Images are organized into EDI Workshops and 
Collections, allowing facilitators to create interactive slideshows during group sessions, 
and to generate videos and imagery in various printed formats to be made available to 
participants.
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Design and Plan
Integration Models

EDI is integrated into patient and provider programs through multiple models, including:

Patient Therapy
EDI is designed to be integrated into existing behavioral health therapies to increase their 
effectiveness. EDI has been used in conjunction with leading evidence-based therapies, including 
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, Dialectical Behavior Therapy, and Motivational Interviewing.

Clinical Leadership Sessions
EDI is frequently incorporated into clinical leadership sessions to promote connection and 
teamwork among staff. Workshop themes are often chosen based on specific organizational 
goals.

Clinical Staff Workshops
EDI can be embedded into provider workshops designed to enhance communication, connection, 
and teamwork. EDI is customized to seamlessly integrate into existing workshop formats, 
enhancing these programs through expressive imagery.

Multi-Day Retreat
The use of EDI as part of a multi-day retreat provides the opportunity for the exploration of 
multiple topics and themes through expressive imagery. 
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Design and Plan
Technology Requirements

Devices
• The MyMoments app will run on iPads or iPhones at iOS 10 or later
• MyMoments Cloud can be run from an iPad or laptop
• Cellular is not needed, Wi-Fi only devices are acceptable
• The minimum storage size (generally 16 GB) is acceptable
• Due to these minimum requirements, refurbished or donated iPads are commonly used

Projector
• An external projector or integrated projection system is required to show slideshows
• A basic projector with a minimum of 3,000 lumens and 2W internal speakers is sufficient

Cables/Adapters
• HDMI or VGA cable (to connect MyMoments Cloud device to projector)
• Lightning adapter (to connect iPad to projector)
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Area of Hospital Participants EDI Opportunities

Sample: Inpatient Caregivers
   Nurses

   Social Workers

   Spiritual Workers

Patients
   Pediatric Inpatient

   Adult Inpateint

   Family Vising Center

Include workshops as part of weekly meetings and annual retreats
Themes: self-care, compassion, well-being
Include session during monthly meeting
Themes: resilience, self-care
Schedule a teambuilding session for spiritual workers from multiple hospital 
sites
Themes: self-care in the face of loss, finding hope

Incorporate EDI into morning check-in meetings
Themes: How I’m feeling today, a goal for today
Integrate EDI into weekly support group
Themes: My hopes and dreams, resilience, taking care of myself
Train volunteers in to help families create images together
Themes: What family means to me, finding hope

Design and Plan
EDI Planning Template
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MyMoments App Reference Guide
Train and Integrate

Load Image: Load image 
from the MyMoments 
Library or Camera Roll

Four Steps: Follow the steps 
across the top of the screen

Getting Started
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MyMoments App Reference Guide
Train and Integrate

Try cropping the image by dragging 
the blue dots in the corner

Images can also be rotated, 
straightened, or reversed

Add any effect to the whole image by 
swiping finger from left to right on the 
image

Switch to paintbrush mode to apply 
any effect to a portion of image

Compose changes the composition of 
the image

Effects in Tune change the colors and 
tones of the image

Compose Tune
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MyMoments App Reference Guide
Train and Integrate

Add any effect to the whole image by 
swiping finger from left to right on the 
image

Switch to paintbrush mode to apply any 
effect to a portion of image

Effects in Style apply realistic, painterly, 
and abstract effects

Finish allows adding frames and 
captions, and saving/sharing images

Style Finish
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MyMoments Cloud Reference Guide
Train and Integrate

Overview

Images in MyMoments Cloud are organized in GROUPS and COLLECTIONS

The GROUP VIEW displays all of the images shared when logged in to the group’s 
unique Access Code

The COLLECTION VIEW displays a sub-selection of images (often grouped by date or 
a particular session) for the purpose of sharing in slideshows or prints
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MyMoments Cloud Reference Guide
Train and Integrate

Group View

Viewing Images Filtering and Sorting Creating Collections

The buttons on each image 
allow viewing full screen, 
downloading, or deleting the 
image

Filtering and sorting 
options allow for sorting 
and filtering images by 
device name or creation 
date

There is also the option to 
display original images

Create collections by 
selecting images, and 
clicking “Add to Collection”

The “Quick Collection” 
feature creates a collection 
of all images shared on the 
current date
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MyMoments Cloud Reference Guide
Train and Integrate

Collection View

Creating Slideshows

Create a slideshow with “Quick Slideshow” (for 
default presets) or create a custom slideshow with 
“Share/Print Images” and “Slideshow” Add music, 
set the slide internal, and play

To create a video file of the slideshow, create a 
custom slideshow and click “Email Slideshow” It will 
be sent to your email

Creating Prints

Under the “Share/Print Images” tab, there are 
options to print images in various formats. 
These options will generate an email with 
a link to download the printable PDF files
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Troubleshooting
Train and Integrate

MyMoments App
Exit “paint can” mode for the effect, and then go back into the effect 
and select “brush”

To apply an effect with paint can, swipe finger left and right (not up 
and down). In brush mode, brushing repeatedly over the same area 
increases the effect
Some effects won’t be as visible as others, depending on the starting 
image 

To preserve image quality, there is a cropping limit for each image

1.  “How do I get into 
brush mode?”

2.  “Why isn’t this  
effect showing up?”

3.  “Why can’t I crop  
the image smaller?”

Use the ”New Image” button in the top left part of the MyMoments 
screen

4.  “How can I pick a 
different starting 
image?”
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Troubleshooting
Train and Integrate

MyMoments Cloud

Refresh the page
Ask participant to “Share” again
Go to Group View, not Collection View
Make sure participant iPad is connected to wireless or hot spot
Make sure app is logged into appropriate Access Code
Have participant share manually from iPad if image cannot be shared

Only one Quick Collection can be created on a given date. Afterwards, images 
must be selected manually and added to new collections using the “Add to 
Collection” button

1.  Participant image 
does not show up in 
the Cloud

2.  “Quick Collection” 
isn’t working 

3.  Slideshow won’t 
load

Check wireless or hotspot connection and try again
If unsuccessful, have participants share manually from their iPads
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Demonstration Videos
Train and Integrate

MyMoments App Demo
ediinstitute.org/app-demonstration/

MyMoments Cloud Demo
ediinstitute.org/cloud-demonstration/

http://ediinstitute.org/app-demonstration/
http://ediinstitute.org/cloud-demonstration/ 
http://ediinstitute.org/app-demonstration
http://ediinstitute.org/cloud-demonstration
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Sample Session Outline
Experience

Inspire

Welcome
1. Play Welcome video as participants enter the room

2. Group introductions

3. Overview of MyMoments, highlighting relevance to this group

1. Show sample imagery to inspire the group (using pre-selected video chosen based on group relevance)

2. Conduct a live demonstration of the app, with iPad connected to projector

Create
1. Introduce selected prompt

2. Let participants know how much time they will have to work on their images

3. Provide support as participants create imagery

4. When there are five minutes remaining, remind participants to add captions and press “Share”
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Sample Session Outline
Experience

Share
1. Create slideshow using MyMoments Cloud

2. Play slideshow once through

3. Scroll through images one at a time, inviting participants to share

• Let the group know that sharing is completely optional

• Thank each participant for sharing, but avoid language that focuses on the aesthetic quality of the image (eg. “Thank 
you for sharing” instead of “That’s a beautiful image”)

4. Play slideshow once more after each person has shared

5. Facilitate group discussion and reflection

• Ask questions to prompt discussion, such as “Did you notice anything different after watching the slideshow the 
second time? Were there any particular images that you could relate to?” (Additional questions on pg. 18)
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Discussion Questions
Experience

For individuals:

• How did you come up with this idea?

• How does this image make you feel?

• How is this image helpful to you?

• What would you like the other people in the group 
to know about this image?

• Did you know what you wanted to create from the 
start or did the idea emerge as you were working?

• Was there anything challenging to you about 
creating this image?

• How do you plan to use this image in the future?

• For any striking features, ask what the meaning or 
intent was.

For the whole group:

• What are your reactions to this image?

• Does anyone have similar feelings to what was 
expressed in this image?

• Does anybody else notice something about this 
image that they would like to share?

• Does this image bring up anything challenging 
for anyone?

• Does anyone have any questions that they’d 
like to ask the person that created this image?
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Facilitation Panel
Experience

Overview

The facilitation panel is a web portal that includes links to everything required to 
facilitate a MyMoments session
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Facilitation Panel
Experience

The links across the top correspond to the 
four components of a MyMoments session

Welcome opens a slideshow video to be 
played as participants arrive

Inspire opens a drop-down menu of videos 
that show sample MyMoments Imagery

Create opens a drop-down of prompt options 
for image creation. Each prompt will open 
in full screen, with a button to play ambient 
music
Share opens MyMoments Cloud, allowing facilitators to create slideshows
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Room Set-up
Experience

Projector
Screen

• To facilitate connection, remove 
barriers such as tables and arrange 
chairs in a U-shape

• Keep iPads at the front of the room 
until it is time for image creation
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Sample Themes
Experience

Team Self

Connection

Our shared vision…

Managing constant change…

Overcoming challenges we face...

Understanding each other…

Resilience…

I do what I do because…

How I find happiness and peace…

Taking care of myself…

This is my story…

Sharing something about myself… 

My hopes and dreams…
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Best Practices
Experience

Introducing MyMoments
MyMoments is all about creating imagery to express meaningful aspects of our lives. 

MyMoments images should never be judged based on artistic qualities, or viewed in any 
context other than how they enable people to express their personal stories. 

Avoiding Artistic Language
It is recommended that facilitators avoid language such as “photography,” “art,” or 
“picture.”

Instead, words like “expression”, “imagery”, and “storytelling” should be used when talking 
about MyMoments programs.

The phrase “Expressive Digital Imagery” (EDI) is never used when discussing MyMoments 
with participants. The program should be referred to as MyMoments at [organization].
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Best Practices
Experience

Demonstrating the MyMoments App
When demonstrating the MyMoments app, it is suggested to follow a sequential workflow 
of Compose, Tune, Style, and Finish. While following this order is not required, suggesting 
an outline often helps to reinforce the ease of creating imagery.

Captions help participants with reflection and sharing. Captions should be encouraged, 
but never required. 

Encouraging Discussion
Always emphasize that individual sharing is optional.

In addition to the questions found in the session outline, an expanded list of individual and 
group questions is included on the following page.
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Continuation
Experience

The MyMoments program is designed to facilitate ongoing conversation and connection that 
extends beyond each session

There are many ways to utilize imagery to 
facilitate continued engagement

Here are a few possibilities:

• Collages - Collages can be printed and 
displayed around the hospital

• Slideshows - Slideshows can be displayed on 
screens in the hospital

• Badges and cards - Participants can wear 
badges or carry cards that display their 
images


